
 

 

This picture was taken inside the cabin of the Sims Bayou Nature Center. It is interesting to me 

because the owl looks like a Horned Owl, which is a very famous bird. It is known around the 

world because it is beautiful and interesting. The owl looks so serious and focused because of its 

big, bold eyes which it uses to see in the night. It comes out at night to catch, and eat its prey. 

The big eyes are very important for the owl just like school is for us. We can focus on our 

subjects just like the owl focuses on its prey. 
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This picture makes me think that people didn’t take good care of what was once a cemetery 

because they threw tires and stones of dead people in the water. It is disappointing because this is 

one of the oldest cemeteries in Houston. Black people are buried there. The condition of the 

cemetery shows that other people where kind of racist, and they didn’t care about people of 

another race, just themselves.  
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This picture is my favorite because I took it in one of the most exclusive and private cemeteries 

in Houston. This cemetery is very important because famous people are buried there. This 

picture shows the state of Texas carved in a stone. I took this picture because it shows the love 

for Texas and the people that left this world a long time ago. Some of the people who are buried 

in this cemetery are Sister Laura E. Embry, John Richard Harris, and James S. Deady. The words 

that are written on his stone are “Life was beauty, truth, goodness and love.” Other people who 

are buried there are Mother Cora E. Folk, the Anderson family, Geo. B. Crawford, and Col. John 

A Williams. And many more people are buried there who are kept in loving memory by their 

family members. This amazing stone which represents the state of Texas is located near the 

entrance beside a big, amazing pine tree. 
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I took this picture at Mason Park in Houston. It makes me think that the person who wrote 

“peace” on one of the trees did this to not only catch the attention of others, but also to tell 

people that he wants peace in the park. He also wants people to take care of it because if peace is 

made in the park and other places, there will be happiness for everyone, and this will make the 

environment better and safer so the animals can live in their habitats. This will help to make the 

world a better place. 
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This picture was taken at Glendale Cemetery in Houston. I took this picture because it brings 

back memories, and they are about the twin towers which where destroyed by terrorists. And 

almost 3,000 people were killed. When this happened, their families suffered. They were 

innocent people doing their jobs. I think that they put these trees there because of the 9/11 

tragedy. 
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